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Why companies choose DMedia: 

 Trust our first-hand experience
and unique insight

 Need resources or expertise

 Focus on their end-users’ needs

 Reduce information spend on average 
by 14.5%

 Free staff time by an average of
2.2 days per week

 Value access to personal contacts 
across the entire publishing industry

 Want a comprehensive licensing service 

SUBSCRIPTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Why DMedia excels
Is licensing content or understanding copyright 
challenging or confusing for your organization?  
DMedia Associates is your partner to develop and 
implement an effective procurement 
plan.  Leverage our expert knowledge and 
unparalleled experience to save time and 
money so you can focus on what is truly important 
– your relevant end-users.

We understand that information is at the 
center of all progressive organizations. 
Having access to timely, high quality content 
ensures researchers and staff are up-to-date with 
the latest discoveries and knowledge 
breakthroughs. Ultimately, information helps 
companies drive innovation.  However, the entire 
process of purchasing and managing information 
is time-consuming, complex and expensive.  We 
know that content is unique, pricing continues to 
rise and usage rights vary.  

“DMedia negotiates and 
manages licenses and  

eContent Subscriptions – so 
our clients can focus on  

their businesses  
and end-users”
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 Analyzing usage and metrics

 Reviewing user rights (existing agreements 
and new requirements)

 Negotiating renewals; new content and
additional rights

 Delivering fully executed licenses on time

 Securing invoices for timely payment

 Providing ongoing support for rights and 
access issues

 Guiding on legal and copyright issues 

COMPREHENSIVE LICENSING SERVICES

Your DMedia Dashboard 
provides real-time access to 

your usage data, user rights, 
pricing and renewal status

LOGOUT 

overview

status

metrics

rights
©

SUBSCRIPTION STATUS

SUB. 1 SUB. 2 SUB. 3

n In Negotiation

n Pricing Agreed

n Pending License

n Executed License

n Invoice Received

n Invoice Paid

METRICS PRICING

2016 BUDGET
$7,820,210

ACTUAL PRICING
$6,990,416

SAVING TO DATE
+$829,794

More....

RIGHTS

DMedia Associates frees your time and saves 
you money on new and renewal subscriptions

Our services include:
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• Our end-to-end service draws from our 
unique knowledge and extensive personal 
contacts across the entire publishing 
industry to ensure you get the 
information and global rights your 
company needs – all on time and within 
budget.

• First-hand experience on the buy AND 
sell side of information licensing – we 
know the industry inside and out.  On the 
buy-side, we have helped some of the 
world’s most innovative corporations 
including Amgen, Nestlé, and Purdue 
Pharma.  We have helped the 
Governments of the United States and of 
Brazil.  On the sell-side, we have 
negotiated subscriptions for some of the 
world’s leading publishers: Elsevier, AAAS 
Science, and Wolters Kluwer

• Our analysts leverage technology to 
ensure optimized buying decisions.

• In-house legal expertise for licensing, 
rights acquisition and copyright 
compliance, ensuring the full value of the 
content you purchase. 

• Insight gained on publisher and
corporate licensing boards – creating
model licenses that are used by a large
number of prominent publishers and
organizations for their content licensing.

• Service with a global perspective. You
deal directly with our senior team, who
personally manage all aspects of the
service no matter your time zone.

• We are fair, yet thorough, tenacious and
compliant in all our dealings on your
behalf.

• We maintain collaborative long-term
working relationship with those who
create the essential content your
organization requires.

With DMedia, licensing and 
managing information is no longer 
time-consuming, complex and 
expensive. 

What makes DMedia better?

EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE & RELATIONSHIPS

USA Offices: David Myers
Office: +1 301-340-1987 
Cell: +1 301-351-7062
dave@dmediaassoc.com

“DMedia’s service is excellent. 
Their negotiators and analysts 

are customer-orientated, 
proactive and get us the 

content we need at the  right 
price.”




